RUSS SAMPSON, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
Reflecting on his first year with Cristie Data.

Tell us about your role?
"Within the spheres of core IT infrastructure and data protection I am a
business development manager, tasked with uncovering, nurturing and
concluding sales for Cristie Data. Essentially I’m a sales guy and an account
manager."

What has been the biggest challenge since you joined Cristie Data?
"Well I certainly can’t ignore Covid-19. The impact that has had on a role solely focused on developing new business
has been tricky but not insurmountable. As a team we have managed to successfully onboard great new customers
whilst helping existing customers to overcome the challenges they’ve faced and prepare them for the future. Value,
trust, ingenuity and tenacity have all been required in healthy doses, that and patience."

What do you enjoy most about working for Cristie Data?
"I’ll tell you what I don’t like - working these cold winter mornings in the glorified garden shed that is my home office!
On a serious note though, I like the variety. I’d missed having different conversations in my previous jobs as I like to
learn, help and to educate. IT is a great industry to work in for achieving that. I’ll be discussing backup one day,
hyperconverged infrastructure the next and software-defined wide area networks the day after, all areas where we
excel in helping our customers. Cristie Data is such a well-connected business and as part of iomart there’s an
ecosystem of expert support around me to help me build on what I already know."
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What advice would you give to someone thinking of joining Cristie Data?
"Get in touch, ask your questions and have a chat. The first thing you will notice is how open and great the team here
is. Cristie Data is a great place to start or progress your career. We’ve been doing what we do for a good while and
with that comes a wealth of accumulated knowledge and experience that stands out. Every few years there’s a seachange within the IT industry. Currently we are seeing demand for core infrastructure delivered as a service with
consumption-based costs, high levels of process automation and Artificial Intelligence.
"Because of the Covid crisis a lot of decisions this year have been driven by necessity and immediate business
outcomes; the questions being asked now are, 'If we invest in this technology, how will my business or service be
positively impacted?'”
"Whereas before IT was often seen as a bit of magic or something that just kept the lights on, the pandemic has
shown what an enabler it can be. The consumption of subscription-based services and collaboration tools has shown
that IT departments are doers, providing positive support and resources for business growth and rapid change. No
longer sorcerers for the hardware in the corner of the room, they’ve been doing truly great work for their companies.
"And that’s what I feel about the work we do at Cristie Data. We’re an industry where you can make a difference,
perhaps a bigger one than you might think. We have the tools, expertise and skills to help our staff learn and our
customers develop and grow. You also get to wear a super cool Cristie Data. purple shirt …actually, it’s not cool, it’s
100% polyester but on a positive note, it doesn’t need ironing."

What do you enjoy doing outside of work?
"I’ve rediscovered mountain biking in the last couple of years. It’s difficult to get out
with a young family but when I get a chance it’s a great way to decompress and
earn that ale of an evening. I’m a sucker for anodized blue bling on my bike (flashy
nuts and bolts), I am defiant that it makes me faster up the hills and more gnarly
coming down! Other than that I’m an avid podcast and audio book listener. My
three current listens are:
- Mythos: The Greek Myths Re-Told read by Stephen Fry.
- The Spy and the Traitor written and read by Ben Macintyre.
- Brief Answers to Big Questions written by Stephen Hawking and read
by Ben Whishaw and Garrick Hagon.
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